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International Oddities, an influential player in the tobacco, cigarette, cigar 
and smoking industries, has created and initiated the legal buds industry. 
While many of its competitors are still struggling to develop comparable 
products, the company has dozens of herbal legal buds products on the 
market. Because of the increasing pressure to make tobacco illegal 
worldwide, countries such as Amsterdam have utilized the nicotine & 
tobacco-free herbal smoke options available. 

Whether someone purchases from a large smoke shop chain or from the 
company itself, customers can expect a superior quality smoking experience. 
Legal buds are purchased with a vacuum-packed can that makes the product 
remain fresh for longer than usual smoke shop products. With a peek-a-bud 
window in their “Freshpack Rolling Kit”, customers can see the bud they can 
purchase beforehand. Also, with a retracting rolling tray and built-in rolling 



papers, the customer can smoke almost immediately and anywhere they 
want after purchasing. This convenience makes International Oddities 
popular with savvy style-conscious customers. 

International Oddities is also popular with smokers and non-smokers alike. 
Because of their herbal tobacco alternatives, many individuals are attracted 
to the products due to the availability to smoke in peace with no legal hassles 
involved. Many individuals ask, “Do legal buds get you high?” The answer is 
twofold. While these products will provide a calming and relaxing effect, no 
marijuana is found in these herbal smokes products so legal marijuana would 
not be a coined phrase. 

While intriguing to smokers of all ages, retail shop markets find these 
products even more appealing. Because of their high quality impression on 
new and old customers alike, this keeps business flowing for these shops 
with repeat customers and sales occurring daily. Many stores name IO's 
products as the only good herbal smoke products to sell in their stores. 

Creating herbal smoke products decades before any other smoke company, 
International Oddities is a leading retailer for herbal smoke options whether 
in stores or on the Web. Even Hollywood has caught up with the trend of 
these smoking products. Interestingly enough, Seth Rogan was seen 
smoking an International Oddities product on the MTV music awards. While 
many believed this was a joint, it was an herbal smoke product among IO's 
collection. Other Hollywood movies or television shows using their products 
include: CSI, True Blood, Pineapple Express, and Crash with Dennis Hopper 
and My Name Is Earl along with countless others. 

To what do we attribute the appeal of these products? Most often it’s the 
unique “otherworldly” smoking experience and the non-tobacco aspect. This 
herbal smoke alternative is truly supreme, and enjoyed by smokers and 
previous nonsmokers worldwide. International Oddities continues to impress 
the world with its legal buds products and revolutionary mark it has left on 
the cigar, cigarette and tobacco industries. 

About Our Company: For more information on herbal smokes and legal 
buds options, visit International Oddities' official website at 
Internationaloddities.com. For more information via the telephone, call 1-
800-730-4438. Enjoy legal smoke today! With a superior quality smoking 
experience, the products are worth your serious consideration. Try 
International Oddities today, a revolutionary herbal tobacco alternative. 
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